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Thank you for choosing our Fish Finder.This product is

1)A wireless remote sonar sensor









2.The product is designed to work durably in normal service.

Transducer renders real-time conditions at the water bottom with













1.Sensitivity Indicator���

2.Battery Save On/Off���
3.Fish Alarm On/Off���

4.Backlight On/Off���
5.Battery Strength Indicator���

6.Water Depth Display���

7.Fish Depth Indicator���

8.Fish Location Indicator���

9.Bottom Contour Detector Display���

10.Weed Detector���Display���



Key Operation And Setting���
POWER -  Power key turn the power On���

SETUP/ENTER -  Function selection key���

ENTER -  Function enter key���

Slide and remove the battery door,Install 4 AAA���

batteries.Be certain to aline the batteries as���

per the diagram within the battery compartment .���

Close the battery door completely.Press the���

Power key to turn the power On,the unit enter ���

nomal mode after display all show 1second Press���

and hold the Power key���

for 3 seconds  to turn ���

the Power Off.To enter���

the simulation mode:���

Press and hold the ���

Power key for 5 seconds ���

and release While the ���

power is Off.���



NOTE:The unit must be turned off to enter ���

normal operation from simulation mode. ���

Automatic power off feature:The display will���

shut off automatically when depth  display ���

reads"--" continuously for 5 minutes.���

4.2 Function Setting���

Press and hold the SET UP key for 3 second ���

the sensitivity {        }indicator will blink;Press ���

the SET UP cycle.(The indicator will blink for���

 the current  feature to be set.sensitivity���

{         } Save{            } Backlight {          }���

Alarm{           }Press the ENTER key to���

 activate or deactivate a feature.The screen���

 will automatically  return to normal���

 operation after 5 seconds if no key  is ���

pressed.���

4.3 Change measure units ���

Press and hold the SET UP and ENTER at���

the same time for more than 5 seconds,the���

display will flash the current units setting.���

Press SET UP key to choose M(M=meter).���

ENTER key to choose Ft(F=Feet)The screen���
 will automatically return to normal operation���

after 5 seconds if no key is pressed.���



NOTE:There are 5-user selectable sensitivity
setting to choose from.The sensitivity can be
enhanced in dirty or deep water.The  sensitivity
can be lowered in shallow water.The function
allowsthe detection more accurate.Backlight 
illuminated all the time when backlight  feature
 On.This feature will greatly reduce the battery  life 
of the unit.So it should only be used conditions
during low light. The backlight will illuminate for
3 seconds whenever a key is pressed when the
backlight feature is set to Off.



Note:You can select SAVE mode to work  when
you play on long time or water quiet , in order to 
extend batteries use-life.The  screen  can be 
refreshed by pressing the POWER key during
normal operation.
5.FISH AND DEPTH READOUT
5.1Reading depth
The depth readout on the top right  will appear
after the power is turned on and the sonar sensor
is placed in water.The depth meter will indicate"--"
if depth exceeds these parameters (2~130 feet/
0.6-40meters)
Note:This reading may also occur in water is
extremely dirty,or where there are heavy  silt or
 mud bottoms.Sonar is a sound sigal that  travels
 through water.Sonar will not  travel through  air.
Keep this in mind when  using the fish finder,
as the fish finder  the smallest bubble  between
the sonar  sensor and the water,will cause the
 unit  to not operate correctly.



5.2 FISH SHOW
If the fish finder determines that sonar has detected
a fish,the display will show a fish shaped  icon
(fig-7).The first column of  fish indicators  on the 
right of the display shows the most current
information.This column is then moved to the left as 
a new reading is displayed.Fish icon moved in
every 5 seconds.
Note:The fish indicators move away from the right
 to the left at a constant speed.This motion in  no 
way reflects actual movement of the fish.
Use the fish depth indicator to measure the fish's
depth from the sonar sensor(fig-8)This can be done 
by dividing the depth readingby 10.This number 
represents the value of each box.(Example,the
depth is 20 FT ,the fish symbol appear  5th box
from the top.This means the fish is 10FT  from
 the surface.



5.3 WEED SHOW
The display indicates the presence of

 A  large  pile of  roaks or trees  or  ledges  at 

 A small pile of  sands at  the bottom  by

short weeds by turning on fig-9.

the bottom  by turning on  fig-14.

Moderately tall weeds are detected by
turning on fig-10.
Tall weeds are detected by turning on 
fig-11.

 turning on  fig-12.
 A Moderately   pile of  roaks at  the bottom 
 by turning on  fig-13.
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2.The product has a detection depth ranging from 2 to 130
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Display Size:38*38mm

Display: TN/ANTI-UV LCD
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Units : Ft/M

Unit Dimensions:128mm*68mm*29mm
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